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Installation and
Operating Guide
1
i-PAL Integrated Proximity Access
Control Locking Handle
By controlling the access to a cabinet, the risk of
intrusion, sabotage and user error is significantly
reduced. The i-PAL handle incorporates a
proximity reader, LED, buzzer and locking
mechanism. Only valid cardholders can gain
access to the rack.

2

Installation Instructions
1

Remove the handle from the mounting
frame and then insert the frame through
the bottom aperture of the door from the
inside of the door, but making sure the
electronic locking mechanism is always
supported.

2

Clip plastic handle mounting moulding into
door cut-outs.

3

Screw base of the gearbox to the plastic
handle.

4

Screw the electronic lock part to the
plastic moulding using the 2 long screws
provided, making sure the screws stop
any movement of the back box but do not
distort the moulding, making sure the
cable is not trapped by the screws.

5

From the outside take the swing handle
and push-fit this into the handle mounting
frame.

6

From the inside, add the top and bottom
locking rods to the gearbox, then add the
top piece and screw the long machine
screw including serrated washer into the
handle but making sure it has located
onto the square boss.
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Installation and
Operating Guide
Cards and Keyfobs :
Each i-PAL kit is supplied with 3 unique user
cards. Three delete cards with corresponding
numbers to user cards are included to disable the
user cards.

Program Card:
Basic operating instructions are printed on the
back of the program card. Use the program card
to add or delete valid users.

Card

Each i-PAL kit is supplied with one program card.

Add User(s):
1

Present the program card to the handle.

2

LEDs on the lock inside the door alternate.

3

Present the user card (s) to validate.

4

Present the program card to quit or wait
for the unit to time-out.

Keyfob

Delete User(s):

Status Guide
LED

Activity

Audio

Status

Blue & Green

Blue Steady
Green Flashing

No

Blue & Green

Blue Flashing
Green Flashing
Blue Steady
Red Steady

Yes

Unit un-programmed
factory default
setting
Programme
mode
Handle locked at least one card
has been validated

Blue & Red

No

1

Present the program card to the handle.

2

LEDs on the lock inside the door alternate.

3

Present the corresponding delete card(s)
to invalidate.

4

Present the program card to quit or wait
for the unit to time-out.

Erasing the i-PAL Memory
Erasing the i-PAL memory clears all data the
handle remains unlocked until at least one card
is added.
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